
Synthesis of fault geometry, seismicity, and receiver function deep structural fabric to constrain Community 
Fault (CFM) and Rheology (CRM) Models
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Premise:      Microseismicity and receiver function imaging of contrasts in anisotropy carry

                           information on subsurface fault and shear zone structure, which can be used to inform
the CFM and CRM.

Approach:  Compare seismicity catalogs (QTM, GrowClust) and receiver function converters with

the new CFM 5.3 to identify:
                     1. Regions to consider updating/expanding the CFM 
                     2. Best practices for CRM (i.e., shear zone geometries vs. anisotropic viscosity blocks)

Receiver function imaging of faults and shear zones

We compare deep rock fabric 
imaged by receiver functions (RF) 
to CFM 5.3 faults and seismicity. 
This approach has the potential to 
extend fault and shear zone 
constraints below the seismogenic 
zone. On the left, CFM faults 
colored by depth and focus areas 
(red rectangles) and RF station 
locations (black dots). 

Results: Fault-parallel fabric from dense cross-fault array - San Jacinto Fault (SJF)
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Recommendation for CRM
Given the pervasive crustal oriented fabric, we recommend defining geologically defined blocks with anisotropic viscosity 
rather than attempting to specify individual shear zone geometries.
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Example: Southern San Andreas fault

Example: San Andreas fault at Cajon Pass - station LPC

Results: Fault-parallel fabric from dense cross-fault array - San Andreas Fault near Parkfield

Results: Deep pervasive lower crustal fabric in Sierra Nevada, shallow orthogonal structures near Ridgecrest
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See also poster #113

a-c: Receiver function (RF) azimuthal harmonic arrivals detect contrasts in dipping rock 
fabric (https://doi.org/10.1029/2020JB019525). We can determine the depth of the contrast and the strike 
of dipping fabric above or below the identified contrast. (a). For the southern San 
Andreas, RF strikes at stations NSS2 and CTC parallel fault strike (maps above/right), and 
they lie at the updip and downdip extensions of linear features in seismicity (b,c).

(above) Fault map with RF strikes, 
both colored by depth. Station LPC 
sits atop the SAF at Cajon Pass. The 
imaged strike is parallel to local SAF 
strike. Regionally, RF strikes are 
NW-SE, parallel to San Jacinto and 
Elsinore faults, turning ~E-W in the 
Transverse Ranges.

RF method: Azimuthally binned RFs (#events on right). a) radial, az. average on top; b) 
transverse, c) radial-average; d) transverse shifted 90° to match c; d) composite 
out-of-plane azimuthal harmonic signal, circles mark polarity flips (= strike) from harmonic 
decomposition; g) azimuthal first (360°) harmonic amplitude.
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(Left) Map of receiver function strikes (red bars) and depth (circle color fill) for a dense cross-fault 
station deployment near the SJF and the SCEC CFM5.3 fault model (colored points). (Right) Same 
map of receiver function results juxtaposed with seismicity (QTM catalog by Ross et al., 2019), 
same depth color scale. This region is within the SJF trifurcation area, with closely spaced stations 
crossing the middle strand. Stations between strands show fault-parallel strikes, with strikes at 
stations above the center strand rotated ~25° relative to the center fault strand, from a contrast at 
8-9 km depth. (Below) Depth profiles across the fault comparing CFM 5.3 fault model, seismicity, 
and RF fabric contrasts.
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Maps (left-side) and cross-fault 
depth profiles (right-side). Points 
are now colored by along-fault 
distance. CFM 5.3 and seismicity 
show steeply NE- and SW-dipping 
features. RF arrivals outline a 
steep SW dip paralleling features 
in seismicity. Geological studies 
suggest dismembered flower 
structures in this area (Peppard et 
al, 2018; Whearty et al., 2017).

(Left) Map of receiver function strikes (red bars) and depth (circle color fill) for a dense cross-fault 
station deployment across the SAF near Parkfield and SCEC CFM5.3 fault model (colored points). 
(Right) Same RF results with seismicity (GrowClust catalog by Trugman et al., 2017), same depth 
color scale. The SAF continues to the NW. RF strikes image generally fault-parallel fabric with 
systematic depth increases away from the fault. Cross sections are shown below.
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Maps (left-side) and 
cross-fault depth profiles 
(right-side); points colored 
by along-fault distance. CFM 
show a steeply SW-dipping 
fault. Seismicity appears 
vertical (QTM) to NE-dipping 
(GrowClust). RFs outline 
fabric contrasts with 
increasing depths away from 
the surface fault. Stations in 
the Coast Ranges also show 
SAF-parallel RF strikes .
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Maps of RF and CFM 5.3 fault model (left) and seismicity (right) for 
southern Sierra Nevada to Ridgecrest area. The Kern Canyon Fault is a 
reactivated structure in an exhumed Mesozoic deep crustal shear zone. 
Deep (red dots) RF arrivals with fault-parallel strikes (red bars) suggest that 
this shear fabric is distributed >50 km laterally and extends to Moho depth. 
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Maps of CFM 5.3 fault model (left) and seismicity (middle, GlowClust; 
right, QTM) for Ridgecrest area with RF depths (dot color) and strikes 
(red bars).

RF results suggest pervasive deep crustal Farallon-age fabric.

Fault-parallel strikes in RFs as well as seismicity along the SAF near 
Parkfield. The nature of RF harmonic contrasts deepening away from 

SAF  at dips shallower than fault is currently unclear.

Orthogonal structures seen in seismicity, CFM 5.3 
fault model, and RF strikes.

Regionally fault-parallel RF strikes are slightly rotated atop main SJF strand and form a planar steep feature. 
There is also a suggestion of a similar SW-dipping feature with rotated strike in seismicity.

CFM5.3 fault model (dots) 
+ RF (circles) Seismicity (dots) + RF (circles)
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